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Fill color illustrator

I'm making a three-later letter and I want to fill in some sections to make it look 3D. So far I have used black lines to build it but I want to fill in between lines. Can anyone show me what to do? When painting objects in Adobe Illustrator, the Fill command adds color to the area inside the object. In addition to
the range of colors available to use as filling, you can add gradients and pattern swatches to the object. Feathers are activated via the Tools panel or using a keyboard shortcut associated with the tool. Illustrator also allows you to remove the fill from the object. As a graphic designer and logo designer, I
wanted to share this great hidden tool in Illustrator that allows you to fill in shapes in your vector artwork. It is great for logo design so you can fill gaps in your shapes to paint and play with them. I used to use this tool a lot in Adobe Flash days, when creating shapes for animation. I'm glad they did it in
Illustrator! It's a valuable design tool. This hidden tool is found under the Shape Maker Tool, which is on the left side of the Tool menu, one of the bottom 9 (the shape maker looks like two circles with arrows over them). See the image below or watch the video above. Objects in Illustrator have two types of
toned colors and stroke color. Filling is what is painted inside an object, and stroke is what the outline of an object is stained with. Fill and stroke select icon colors to fill and stroke colors look a little different depending on the wehther they have in the toolbar (on the left) or control panel (up top). The
Control Panel Toolbar 'No' color option is one of none's color options, which makes either the filling or stroke disappear. When a painstaking activity, adding colors or painting defined areas in Adobe Illustrator is much easier when the Live Color Bucket tool is used. Using the live color bucket tool allows
you to add color and color areas quickly and easily. It works very similar to the traditional color bucket in Adobe Photoshop. First, select the vector object that wants to be painted with the Live Color Bucket. (You can select all vector objects at once, if you like). Then, simply select the Live Color Bucket tool
from the Tools menu. Click inside the area you want to color and the vector will be filled with the current fill color. It's easy to switch colors. Just click on a new color from the swatch menu and continue painting. If some vector objects are not completely closed, the Live Color Bucket tool may not fill them.



To fix this, go to Object-&gt; Live Paint-&gt;Gap Options. In the box that appears, you can click on the custom option and choose to fill the pt size gap that you want the live color bucket. Now, you can use the Live Color Tool to fill in areas where the gaps are worth it or less. When I use Adobe Illustrator to
paint images, I use the live color bucket tool in conjunction with the Stain Brush Tool. This way, I'm here. Able to add the illusion of a light source and shadow quickly and easily. Just be sure to duplicate your original ink first layer. The technique I use is shown in the video below. This technique will only
work on CS4 or higher, since the brush tool is a new blemish to Adobe Illustrator CS4. Below, we've shared how to paint in Illustrator, using a variety of built-in tools and techniques. Fills and StrokesBefore you learn about specific coloring methods, it's important to familiarize yourself with fillings and
strokes. These two colors can be found at the bottom of the Tools panel. A feather color applies to anything inside an object, while the color of the stroke refers to the visible outline of an object. Painting ObjectOnce will give you an object drawn on the art board, it's easy to apply colorful feathers and
strokes to shape it. Objects are made from a single path, so they can only be filled with one color. This is the most basic way to add color in Illustrator, but it's useful when creating solid color shapes. Painting a Humanlike Live Color Group of Ordinary Illustrator Objects, a live color group more like a
coloring book, allows you to fill each enclosed section (called face) with a unique color. These sections can be part of the same path, or part of two different routes that cross over each other. Sections of the path can also have a distinct stroke color (called edge). This allows for greater flexibility and variety
in the coloring process. To convert an object to a live color group, select the path(s) you want, and then select Object &gt; Live Color &gt; Make. You may lose some effects (such as transparency) in the conversion process. Using the first color fill, click on an object with the selected or direct selection tool.
Then, double-click the Fill Pane from the Tool panel (it is located at the top of the stroke box) to bring up the color body. Inside the Color Picker window, you can choose between a wide range of fill colors. If you prefer to use a gradient or swatch color, you can also drag it from your corresponding panel on
the object. Drawing a few feathers and strokes to add more than one filling or stroke to the same object - which can create a variety of colorful effects - you need access to the appearance panel. Just go to the window &gt; appearance to the visible panel. Next, click on the object(s) that you wish to edit,
and select Add new fill or add new strokes from the popping panel. Finally, choose the color to fill or stroke your new one. Illustrator provides two methods of painting: assigning filling, stroke, or both to a full object converting the object into a Live Paint group and assigning feathers or strokes to the edges
and separate faces of the paths within it after drawing an object, assigning you a feather, stroke or both to it. Then you can draw other objects that you can draw similarly and layer each new object above the previous ones. The result is something like a collage made of cut shapes of confetti, with Look out
of the artwork depending on which objects are layered on top in stacks of objects. With the live color method, you'll be more like you with a traditional coloring tool, no matter the layers or stacked arrangement, which can make for a more natural color workflow. All objects in a Live Paint group are treated
as if they are part of the same flat surface. This means that you can draw multiple paths and then paint separately each area enclosed by these paths (called faces). You can also assign different stroke colors and weights to parts of a path between intersections (called edges). The result is that, much like
a coloring book, you can fill any face and stroke each edge with another color. As you navigate and deform paths in a live color group, faces and edges are automatically adjusted in response. For more information about Live Paint in Illustrator, look at Live Paint. Ali. An object composed of paths painted
with the existing method has a single filling and a single B tap. The same object converted to a Live Paint group can be painted with different fillings for each C face. The same object converted into a living color group can be painted with different strokes for each A-edge toned color, pattern, or gradient
inside an object. You can fill up to open and close objects and apply to the faces of live color groups. Stroke can be the visible outline of an object, a path, or the edge of a Live Paint group. You can control the width and color of the stroke. You can also create dash strokes using track options, and paint
strokes lightly using brushes. Note: When working with Live Paint groups, you can only apply a brush to an edge if you add a stroke to the group using the Appearance panel. Current filling and stroke colors appear in instrument panels, control panels, and properties panels. To watch the tutorial on using
fillings and strokes, look at the basics of color. Ali. Object with color filler B. Object with color stroke C. Object with color filling and stroke color control are available to adjust filling and stroke in panel properties, tool panel, control panel, and color panel. Use any of the following controls in the Instrument
Panel to specify the color: You can also replace the color and stroke for a selected object using the following controls in the Properties panel and control panel: click to open the Swatches panel or click SHIFT to open a color mode panel. , and choose a color. Click to open the Swatches panel or click
Change to open an alternate color mode panel, and select a color. Click on the word stroke to open the Stroke panel and specify options. Select Stroke Weight from the pop-up menu. You can apply a color, pattern, or gradient to an entire object, or you can use Live Paint groups and apply different colors
to different faces within the object. Select the object using the Selection Tool() or the Direct Selection Tool(). Click on the fill box in the Tools panel, properties panel, or The panel shows that you want to apply the filling instead of a stroke. Apply fill color using tool panel or properties panel. Choose a color
by doing one of the following: click a color in the control panel, color panel, Swatches panel, Gradient panel, or a swatch library. Double-click the fill box and select a color from the Picker Color Selection.Select eyedropper tool and click alt (Windows) or click option (Mac OS) object to apply current
features, including current fill and stroke. Click the None button to remove the fill object flow. Note: You can quickly apply the color to an unsalested object by dragging a color from the filling box, color panel, gradient panel, or Swatches panel on the object. Dragging on live-pint groups doesn't work. Select
object. (Use the Live Color Selection Tool to select an edge in a Live Paint group.) Click on the stroke box in the Instrument panel, properties panel, color panel, or control panel. Doing so shows that you want to apply a stroke instead of filling. Select a color from the color panel, or swatch of the Swatches
panel, the Properties panel, or the control panel. Alternatively, double-click the stroke box to select a color using the Color Picker. Note: If you want to use the current color in the Stroke box, you can simply drag the color from the stroke box onto the object. Drag doesn't work on Live Paint groups. Turning
a stroke into a compound path allows you to change the overall stroke layout. For example, you can create a stroke with a varied width or split the stroke into pieces. Select Object &gt; Path &gt; Stroke Outline. The resulting compound path is grouped with the filled object. To change the compound path,
first open it from filling or selecting it using the Select Group tool. Ali. A stroke is applied to an object B. Stroke turned into a compound path containing two note sub-paths: use the Layers panel to identify the contents of a group. Use the Brush Stain tool to paint fill shapes that you can intersect and merge
with other shapes of the same color. The brush stain tool uses the same default brush options as graph brushes. (See brush options.) A. Brushography creates pathways with stroke and no filling B. Stain brush creates pathways with filling and no stroke to see a video on the use of brush stain tools, see
use brush stains and wipe tools. When using the brush stain tool, keep in mind the following instructions: To merge paths, they must be adjacent in stacking order. Spot the brush tool creating pathways with filling and no stroke. If you want your stain brush paths to merge with existing artwork, make sure
the artwork has the same fill color without a stroke. When drawing paths are stained with brush tools, new paths merge with the highest matching paths encountered. If the new path touches more than one matching path within a group or layer, all intersectional paths will be merged. To apply color
properties (such as or transparency) to stain brush tools, select brush and set features in the popping panel before starting drawing. Use the Stain Brush tool to merge paths created by other tools. To do this, make sure that the existing artwork does not have a stroke. Then launch the Stain Brush tool to fill
the same color, and draw a new path that intersects all the paths that you want to merge together. Note: Paths with stroke cannot be merged. Choose the path you want to merge a new path in. In the appearance panel, the selection of new art has a basic appearance, so that the brush stain tool uses the
selected artwork features. Select the brush stain tool, and make sure it uses the same appearance as the selected artwork. Draw paths that interfere with artwork. If the paths don't integrate, make sure the features of the brush stain tool match exactly the features of the existing track, nor use a stroke.
Double-click the Blob Brush Tool in the Tools panel and set each of the following options: it specifies that once you draw an merged path, all paths are selected and remain selected as you continue to draw. This option is useful for viewing all paths that are included in the merged path. Merge only with
SelectSpecifies where new strokes only integrate with the existing selected path. If you choose this option, the new stroke will not merge with another unsalected intersection path. Control how far you have to move your mouse or style before Illustrator adds a new anchor point to the track. For example,
the loyalty value of 2.5 means that the instrument's movements are not recorded less than 2.5 pixels. Loyalty can range from 0.5 to 20 pixels; The higher the value, the smoother the path becomes and the less complicated it becomes. Control the amount of straightening that Illustrator applies when you
use the tool. Smoothness can be from 0% to 100%; Determines the size of the brush. Determines the rotation angle for the brush. Drag the arrow head in preview, or enter a value in the angle text box. Determines the roundness of the brush. Drag a black dot around or toward the center in the preview, or
enter a value in the Roundness text box. The more value it is, the more rounding it is. You can choose objects that have similar features, including color filling, stroke color, and stroke weight. Ali. One of the objects is Choice B. Select all objects with the same fill color of note selection: select &gt; same
&gt; fill color, stroke color, and stroke weight commands working within a live color group when you select a face or edge with the Live Color Selection tool. Select Other Commands &gt; And the same commands are not working. You can't select the same objects both inside and outside of a Live Paint
group at a time. To select objects with the same fill and stroke, select one of the objects, click the Select Similar Objects button in the Control Panel and select what you want to base your selection on the menu that appears. To Select all objects with the same fill color or stroke, an object with fill color or
stroke, or choose color from the color panel or Swatches panel. Then select &gt; Same option and click Fill Color, Stroke Color or Fill &amp; Stroke under the menu. To select all objects with the same stroke weight, choose an object with that stroke weight or choose the stroke weight from the stroke
panel. Then select Select &gt; Weight &gt; Stroke. To apply the same selection options using a different object (for example, if you have already selected all red objects using Select &gt; Same &gt; Fill Color Command and now you want to search for all green objects), select a new object and then select
&gt; Reselect.Tip: To consider the object color when selecting based on color, select Edit &gt; Preferences &gt; General (Windows) and Or Illustrator &gt; Preferences &gt; General (Mac OS), and then select the same Tint %. Now if you select an object full of 50% of pantone yellow C and select &gt;
Same &gt; Fill Color, Illustrator selects only those objects full of 50% of that color. IF YOU SELECT THIS OPTION, SELECT ILLUSTRATOR OBJECTS WITH EACH TENET OF PANTONE YELLOW C. USE THE APPEARANCE PANEL TO CREATE MULTIPLE FILLINGS AND STROKES FOR THE
SAME OBJECT. Adding multiple feathers and strokes to a basic object creates many interesting effects. For example, you can create a second, have a narrower stroke on top of a broad stroke, or you can apply the effect to one filling but not another. Select one or more objects or groups (or target a layer
in the Layers panel). Select Add a new fill or add a new stroke from the appearance panel menu. Alternatively, select Fill or Stroke in the popping panel, and click the Duplicate Select item button . Set the color and other properties for new fillings or strokes. Note: It may be necessary to adjust the new
filling position or stroke on the appearance panel. For example, if you create two beats with different widths, make sure the narrower stroke is higher than the wider stroke on the popping panel. Click on the fill box or stroke box in the Instrument panel or properties panel to indicate whether you want to
remove the object filling or its stroke. Click the None button on the Instrument panel, color panel, or Swatches panel. Note: You can also click the None icon on the Fill menu or the Stroke Color menu in the Properties panel or Control Panel. A. Apply fill color and stroke color B. Remove stroke from object
C. Remove filling from an object object
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